International
Religious
Freedom Alliance Launched –
27 Countries
Poland will host the next IRF ministerial in Warsaw this
summer
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– The United States has been joined by 26 other countries in a
new International Religious Freedom Alliance that seeks to
reduce religious persecution across the globe.

“Together, we say that freedom of religion or belief is not a
Western ideal, but truly the bedrock of societies,” said
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo yesterday at a dinner at the US
State Department launching the alliance that will involve
senior representatives of each government.

The alliance’s first meeting fell on the eve of the National
Prayer Breakfast, which gathers international religious and
diplomatic figures once a year to an event chaired by members
of Congress and organized by the International Foundation, a
Christian organization also known as The Family or The
Fellowship.

Poland, one country in the alliance, announced in a joint

statement with the State Department that the next Ministerial
to Advance Religious Freedom will be held July 14–16 in
Warsaw.

“Building on the successes of the 2018 and 2019 ministerials
hosted by the United States, the 2020 ministerial will allow
countries to share different approaches, debate varying
perspectives in the spirit of coherence and complementarity,
and address challenges threatening the freedom of religion or
belief,” the statement reads.

The two countries said participants at the Warsaw meeting will
address “promoting inclusive dialogue to mobilize action and
increase awareness regarding the scale of persecution against
religion or belief worldwide.”

Besides Poland and the United States, the other founding
countries of the International Religious Freedom Alliance are:
Albania, Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Colombia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Gambia, Georgia,
Greece, Hungary, Israel, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
Netherlands, Senegal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Togo, Ukraine, and
the United Kingdom.
The State Department issued a list of principles for the
alliance that included a commitment to “the right to hold any
faith or belief, or none at all, and the freedom to change
faith.” The new organization’s priorities include challenging
blasphemy laws and the denial of registration to nonreligious
and religious groups and advocating for people who are
imprisoned or otherwise persecuted due to their religion or
beliefs.

The principles did not cite specific countries, but Pompeo
mentioned the targeting of religious minorities in Iraq,
Pakistan, Nigeria, and Myanmar.

He singled out “the Chinese Communist Party’s hostility to all
faiths,” adding, “We know several of you courageously pushed
back against Chinese pressure by agreeing to be part of this
alliance, and we thank you for that.”

Pompeo announced plans for the creation of the alliance at the
conclusion of the State Department’s second Ministerial to
Advance Religious Freedom in July. He and Ambassador-at-Large
for International Religious Freedom Sam Brownback have called
it a “first-ever” global group to focus on religious freedom.

President Donald Trump also cited the alliance at a September
event on religious freedom at the United Nations, where
he described it as “an alliance of likeminded nations devoted
to confronting religious persecution all around the world.”

Brownback told reporters on a Jan. 29 conference call that
there is “a pretty high bar” for countries included in the
group. As of that call, he said 17 had committed to the
alliance. Ten more joined over the next week.

“We want nations that respect religious freedom in their own
country, obviously act that way, and then are willing to push
religious freedom in international venues,” he said. “So this

is the activist club of countries.”

